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The 19 hole - 18 Card Micro Golf game

# Of Players: 1 or 2 players
Game time: 30 – 45 min per game if a 2 player game.
Components
[4] - TEE BOXES
[4] - PUTTING GREENS
[6] - FAIRWAY
[2] - Player golf ball cards – “need to cut hole in cards”
[2] - SCORE CARDS – front nine and the back nine
[9] - Golf clubs – [1W, 3W, 1I, 3I, 5I, 7I, 9I, Pitching Wedge and Sand Wedge]
[2] - Putter cards
[2] – Angle of Approach cards
[1] - Shot Preparation Card
[1] - Putting Green card
[1] – On the Green card under 12ft.
[2] – Reference cards
[10] - two colored pairs of D6 dice
All holes are created using multiple course cards.
HOLE #1 - 1, 5, 8
HOLE #2 - 10, 13, 7
HOLE #3 - 2, 5, 6, 14
HOLE #4 - 9, 6, 7
HOLE #5 - 10, 7
HOLE #6 - 9, 13, 11, 3
HOLE #7 - 10, 5, 3
HOLE #8 - 2, 14
HOLE #9 - 10, 12, 8

HOLE #10 - 2, 13, 14
HOLE #11 - 9, 11, 8
HOLE #12 - 1, 5, 7
HOLE #13 - 10, 12, 4, 3
HOLE #14 - 2, 3
HOLE #15 - 2, 12, 3
HOLE #16 - 1, 12, 2
HOLE #17 - 6, 3
HOLE #18 - 10, 11, 14

GAME SETUP
On the SCORE CARD for holes 1 thru 9, it will show the course card section numbers to create each of the first 9 holes!
For example; Hole #1 uses course card sections 1, 5, and 8. To construct the hole, arrange the cards in the order shown on
the SCORE CARD. This will include the [1] Tee Box, [1 or more] fairways and [1] Green.
Decide who will go first by highest roll on D6. Player #1 starts by placing their Player BALL card with the hole-in-the-card placed over
blue circle in the tee box.

Rotate the Player BALL card so the text “Player #1 card” should be facing away from the hole and the line down the center pointing
in the desired direction to where the player wants to hit the ball!

The player now decides which club to tee off with; any club can be used except for the PUTTER.
If playing a two player game inform your opponent of the club you will be using for the hole.
th

There are four levels of play in the game “The 19 hole”:
1 - Beginner
2 - Intermediate
3 - Experienced
4 - Professional
Beginner: roll 6D6 for your shot “2D6 at a time” but you are not allowed to swap or manipulate the order of the dice pairs.
st
nd
rd
You must create you shot from the values given in the order in which they were rolled 1 2D6, 2 2D6 and 3 2D6 on your
Shot Preparation Card.

st

Intermediate: roll 6D6 for your shot “2D6 at a time” you can swap any two pairs of dice. Example: you can swap the 1 2D6
nd
nd
rd
st
rd
with 2 2D6 or 2 2D6 with 3 2D6 or even the 1 2D6 with the 3 2D6. Once you’ve arrange the dice in the order you
want, you then create you shot from the final order on your Shot Preparation Card.
Experienced: roll 6D6 “2D6 at a time” for your shot, you can now rearrange any of the [3] pairs of dice to whatever order
you desire on your Shot Preparation Card.
Professional: roll the 6D6 at once; you can now rearrange all six dice to create any [3] dice pairs you desire for your Shot
Preparation Card. As a Pro you have more control over your accuracy and as such you can start your shot with the club
situation either left or right, instead centered to the Player BALL card to plan your shot angle. Whatever accuracy you roll,
the value will always pertain to your desired angle and not based on what you roll.
Example: You, as a Pro, decide to plan your shot as a HOOK style shot and you roll an 11 for a FADE but the value of 5 only
applies to a HOOK side of the chart and not the SLICE.

For the first practice hole you will be playing the Intermediate level; roll all 6D6 and arrange them on your Shot Preparation Card by
color.
st

nd

rd

The shot parameters and the order in which they are positioned are as follows: [1 - Power, 2 - Elevation, 3 - Accuracy]
For example; in the Intermediate level you pick the “1 Wood” club to Tee Off. You roll three groups of 2D6 and end up with
st
nd
rd
the following results: 1 2D6 [12], 2 2D6 [4], and 3 2D6 [8]. You decide to swap the position of the 8 and 4 and arrange
them in the following order from left to right on your Shot Preparation Card to create your initial shot. [12, 8, 4]

Breaking down the three parameters:
Power – On the upper right side of the Player’s Ball card you will see a range of number increase from 1 to 6 next to a
line; these represent the Power level of your swing! This is how much force you’ve created behind your swing with 12
being the Maximum power possible! Based on your roll of 2D6, you will determine the distance of your shot “below”
with the Power values shown on the Player’s Ball card.

POWER

Elevation – On the upper left side of the Player BALL card you will see a range of number which represents the Elevation
and pitch of the ball; basically how high or low the ball travels in the air after the shot. Your shot can go from a low
ground shot, to a level shot, or up to a High angled shot! A High shot can help clear the trees in front of you but will
travel less distance! If you are trying to hit your ball over trees and roll a 10 or less, you have hit the tree line and your
ball immediately stops and lands at the bottom of the trees.

ELEVATION

Accuracy - On each Club Card you will see a range of numbers from 1 to 6 in target’s on the right and left side of the
card; these values represent the angle of your shot and degrees of accuracy. As the number increase from 1 to 6, so
does the amount of angle the ball travels from straight to either a Hook or Slice! Some shots may require you to setup
an angled shot, while others may occur without your control. Depending on whether you want your shot to go straight,
way right or way left; you will use the following values on a roll with 2D6 to determine how far right or left the ball
travels.

ACCURACY

When the dice are placed in their final order, you must describe to the other player “in a 2-player game” what style of shot you are
taking and how each numbered dice will be used!
In the above shot example:
st

The 1 dice total of [12] produces a Maximum Power stroke using the value of [6] on the Club card.
nd
The 2 dice total of [8] produces a Level Shot using the value of [3] on the Club card.
rd
The 3 dice total of [4] produces a Slight Draw shot type using the value of [4] on the Club card.

So, in the above example; the SHOT PERAMETERS are Maximum Power, Level flight and a Slight Draw down the fairway.
To perform the actual swing:
1.

Place the [1 WOOD] Club card in front of the player BALL card so the bottom edge of the club card is centered to the Player
BALL card and rests against the line with the BALL on it. The line on the club card should match up with the line on the
Player card.

2.

Power - Since your swing was MAX Power and this is the #1 Wood Club, which produces the longest shot distance, you
need to slide the Player’s Ball card underneath the club card up to the RED LINE so the bottom edge of the club card
touches the RED LINE “due to a Maximum powered shot”! Now slide the CLUB card away from the Player BALL card so its
bottom edge rest against the line with the Ball again! This now represents the full distance of this clubs MAXIMUM drive!

3.

Elevation - Since the shot was Level = 3 you won’t need to adjust for Elevation.

4.

Accuracy - Finally, if the Accuracy of the shot produces a Hook style shot, then slide the club card to the left so the lower
right corner is pointing at the ball. If the Accuracy of the shot produces SLICE style shot, then slide the club card to the right
so the lower left corner is pointing at the ball. Since the above shot was a Slight Draw, the club card will slide to the right so

the left corner matches up with the ball. then place the player BALL card on top of the club card so the hole-in-the-card is
resting over of the target with #4 in it.

5. Now place the Player BALL card on top of the club card so the hole-in-the-card is resting over of the target with #4 in it.

Don’t be concerned with the direction of your Player BALL card at this time, it won’t matter until you take your next shot and decide
on a new shot direction!
Final location of the ball!

All normal golf rules apply such as out-of-bounds, water hazards, sand traps, etc… and the added strokes that go along with it!
NOTE: At no time is a Player allowed to lay a club card on the course to be used to measure distances to the flag! All shot
distances must be guessed or gauged based on the course distance marker in the fairway before a club is chosen.
Markers - Yardage markers come in a few primary forms; a red disk denotes 100 yards to the center of the green, white
150 yards and blue 200 yards.
Each club stoke will follow the same shot process as above until the ball is on the green and a putter is used.
SAND TRAP: If your ball lands in a sand trap you can only use “3, 5, 7, 9, PW or SW” to hit out of the sand trap and with much less
power behind it. On a Bunker shot you will never have a power higher than ABOVE AVERAGE or 2. So the max values for Power will
either be 1 or 2 and if you roll a value higher than this it would end up being a 2!
ROUGH: If your ball lands in the ROUGH, you can only use “3, 5, 7, 9, PW or SW” to hit out of the rough! On a Rough shot you will
never have a power higher than ABOVE AVERAGE or 3. So the max values for Power will either be 1, 2, or 3 and if you roll a value
higher than this it would end up being a 3!
TREES: If your ball hits the trees and your shot was not a HIGH shot, your ball immediately stops and is placed directly below the
tree it hit. You can only use any club to hit out from under a tree but if you hit another VERY HIGH shot you will end up hitting the
same tree again for a wasted stroke!
CART PATH: Coming soon to new course cards!!!
WATER HAZARD: If your ball lands in a water hazard you have two options:
Option 1: Take a 1-stroke penalty and return to the spot of the original shot to re-play.
Option 2: You can take a 1-stroke penalty and drop a ball behind the water hazard (going back as far as you want), keeping
the point at which the original shot crossed into the hazard directly between your drop and the hole.
OUT-OF-BOUNDS: You take a stroke plus distance. Take a 1-stroke penalty and return to the spot of the original shot to re-play.
IN THE HOLE ON APPROACH:
On any PAR 3 drives or iron shots that approach the green, there is a possibility that you will hit the ball directly into the hole!
On an approach shot: when you are rolling the dice for your shot parameters and your initial dice pair is two [3]’s, roll two more
dice and if these two dice are also both [3] leaving you with [3, 3, 3, 3] you were able to drive the ball into the hole with an approach
shot.
HOLE IN ONE:
On a Par 3 tee shot: If you are on a Par 3 and driving from the TEE you would need to roll all threes on the 6D6 to get A-hole-in-one!
So your final roll would be [3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3]. If the six dice come up in the order shown you’ve hit a once in a life time shot and got a
Hole-in-one!
If you were UNABLE to get the ball in the hole on your approach shot but your ball’s final location is on the green, you now get to
putt and must determine how far the ball is from the pin! If your approach shot didn’t make it onto the green you must continue
with another approach shot to get the ball on the green.
ON THE FRINGE:
If an approach shot or a pitch shot gets your ball to the fringe of the putting green "half on the green/half on the fringe as seen
through the Player card", you can opt to go straight to putting instead of trying to hit another wedge shot. If you choose to do this
you must start your putt at a distance of 18ft, 24ft, or 30ft. Roll a D6, your distance will be based on the following results:
[1 or 2] = 18ft.
[3 or 4] = 24ft.
[5 or 6] = 30ft.
Once you've determined the distance from the hole you can begin putting!
Once a player is on the putting green he will determine how far the ball is from the pin, what type of slope makes up the green, and
what speed conditions “fast, slow, etc…” make up the surface of the green! These conditions will determine how you need to
perform your putt!

PUTTING
Determine the distance your ball is from the hole
1.

Place the Under 30ft putting GREENS card in front of you as shown below and Roll all [6] Colored D6!

2.

The RED 2D6 determine how far your ball landed from the pin.
NOTE: If you are hitting a Fringe Putt you will already have a distance set at 18ft, 24ft, or 30ft from the pin.

2D6
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Distance from the pin
Only 1 foot from the pin!
6 feet from the pin!
12 feet from the pin!
18 feet from the pin!
24 feet from the pin!
30 feet from the pin!
24 feet from the pin!
18 feet from the pin!
12 feet from the pin!
6 feet from the pin!
Only 1 foot from the pin!

Value on
card
1ft
6ft
12ft
18ft
24ft
30ft
24ft
18ft
12ft
6ft
1ft

3.

If you rolled a [2 or 12], your approach shot stopped to within 1ft. of the pin and your next putt is an automatic in the hole!

4.

If you rolled a [3, 4, 10 or 11], your approach shot stopped to within 6ft or 12ft of the pin, move onto the section titled:
Mechanics of putting 12ft or less!

5.

If you rolled a [5, 6, 7, 8, or 9] place your Player BALL card on the corresponding RED target at the distance specified by the
value above. The direction line on your Player’s Ball card should be in-line with the direction line heading toward the pin.
In this PUTTING example the player rolls an [8] with the RED 2D6 and his ball is 24ft from the pin.

Place the putter center and against the top edge of the Player BALL card.

6.

The GREEN 2D6 decide what kind of Slope the Green has from your ball to the pin.

2D6
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Slope of the Green

Modifier

STEEP uphill slope
SEVERE uphill slope
MODERATE uphill slope
GRADUAL uphill slope
SLIGHT uphill slope
FLAT - No slope on the green
SLIGHT downhill slope
GRADUAL downhill slope
MODERATE downhill slope
SEVERE downhill slope

+6
+4
+3
+2
+1
0
-1
-2
-3
-4

STEEP downhill slope

-6

If the modifier is a + you Add the amount to the LOWEST DIE in the total roll.
If the modifier is a - you Subtract the amount from the HIGHEST die in the total roll.
To continue with this PUTTING example, the player rolls a [4] and the Green has a MODERATE Up-Hill slope. So at 24ft from
the hole, the player will ADD [3] to the LOWEST DIE after the dice are pulled for the Angle of Approach!
7.

Finally, the BLUE 2D6 decide what kind of Angle of Approach your ball has to the pin.

Finally, in this example the player rolls 2D6 and gets [10] which produce a "Slight Fade – slight fade right to left" for
a value of [4] to be adjusted on the Angle of Approach card on the green.
8.

Since the Angle of Approach is [right to left] on the green you need to slide your putter to the left so the lower right corner
points at the center of the Player BALL card.

9.

Place the Angle of Approach card next to the Putter card.

10. Since the Angle of Approach was [4] you need to rotate the Putter to the RIGHT to line up the Putter to the #4 line!

11. Here is the final setup to the example PUTT shot.

12. Now it’s time to make your putt, depending on which level you are playing you will be rolling a certain number of dice to try
and sink your putt. From this dice roll you must use one of the D6 to try and match the Angle of Approach, which in this
case is a 4! The rest of the dice you will “depending on your level” be Added, Subtracted, or "in the case of the higher
levels" removed to match or come as close as possible to the final foot distance to the pin.
NOTE: The theory behind the large number of dice and the mechanic of thinking how to add, subtract and remove dice to
obtain a value the matches or comes as close as possible to the foot distance needed. You can equate it to you kneeling
down to eye your put and your brain goes through a number of calculations to figure out all the factors that need to be
processed to help you sink your putt, such as distance, slope, speed of green, angle of approach, etc… I tried to create a
mechanic in the putting mechanic that would mimic your brain working out all the details and calculations to make the best
putt!
So, for this final putting example you are playing the Intermediate level and must add a [3] die to the total before the dice
are Added or Subtracted, since more power is needed to hit an Up-Hill putt. To sink your putt you need to have one dice
match or come as close as possible to the Angle of Approach of [4] and Add and Subtract the remaining dice to match the
24ft needed to sink your putt!
NOTE: If you for example need a [4] to match your Angle of Approach but end up NOT rolling any fours, you can "in the
Experienced and Professional levels" use two dice to create the value of four. So you could use a [3] and a [1] die to make
the [4] for you Angle of Approach! By doing this you will affect the total amount of dice you can use to create your final
distance!
SPECIAL PUTTING NOTE: If you end up with a putt that is FLAT and STRAIGHT you won’t need to use the “Greens” card or
the “Angle of Approach” card, you will only be rolling to match the distance in feet from the pin! In this case remove one
die for the dice total before you roll your putt!


Beginner: Roll 7D6 and manipulate the dice by adding ANY dice or subtracting only "DOUBLES" to match or come
as close to as possible the distance from the pin. 1 die must be used to match or get close to the Angle of
Approach before the modifier is ADDED or SUBTRACTED from you total!



Intermediate: Roll 8D6 and manipulate the dice by adding and subtracting any dice to match or come as close to
as possible the distance from the pin. 1 die must be used to match or get close to the Angle of Approach before
the modifier is ADDED or SUBTRACTED from you total!



Experienced: Roll 8D6 and manipulate the dice by adding and subtracting ANY die value to match or come as close
to as possible the distance from the pin. 1 or 2 dice must be used to match or get close to the Angle of Approach
before the modifier is ADDED or SUBTRACTED from you total!



Professional: Roll 8D6 and manipulate the dice by adding, subtracting or remove [1] die value from the group to
help match or come as close to as possible the distance from the pin. 1 or 2 dice must be used to match or get
close to the Angle of Approach before the modifier is ADDED or SUBTRACTED from you total!

You can never putt 0ft. by subtracting all the dice so 1 ft. is always the shortest putt.
In this Intermediate level example the player rolls all 8D6 and obtains the following results.

The player takes one of the BLUE dice with a [4] and uses it for the Angle of Approach; which helps puts you ON LINE with
your putt.

Before the dice are arranged the player must ADD [3] to one of the LOWEST dice and in this case the player adds [3] to the
BLUE [1] die leaving:

By arranging the dice in the following method: 6 -1 = 5 + 5 + 4 + 3 +2 + 4 = 23ft, the player makes a 23ft putt!!

Adjusting the Player Ball card the 23feet on the Angle of Approach of 4 leaves:

The final ball location on the green as shown below!

You have a 1ft putt which is an automatic sink on your next stroke; ending this hole.

Mechanics of putting for under 12ft!
1. Place the "On the Green" card in front of you and Roll all Colored “RED, GREEN, BLUE” 6D6!

1.

The RED 2D6 determine how close your ball is to the pin. [2ft. thru 12ft.]

NOTE: If this putt is a carryover from a Fringe Putt or less than 30ft putt, you will start with that rolled distance instead of rolling
a new distance.
2.

The GREEN 2D6 decide what kind of Slope the Green has from your ball to the pin.

\

2D6
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Slope of the Green

Modifier

STEEP uphill slope
MODERATE uphill slope
MODERATE uphill slope
SLIGHT uphill slope
SLIGHT uphill slope
FLAT - No slope on the green
SLIGHT downhill slope
SLIGHT downhill slope
MODERATE downhill slope
MODERATE downhill slope

+3
+2
+2
+1
+1
0
-1
-1
-2
-2

STEEP downhill slope

-3

If the modifier is a + you Add the amount to the LOWEST DIE in the total roll.
If the modifier is a - you Subtract the amount from the HIGHEST die in the total roll.

3.

The BLUE 2D6 decide what kind of Angle of Approach your ball has to the pin.

4.

In this PUTTING example, the result of the RED 2D6 is [5, 5], the GREEN 2D6 is [3, 2] and the BLUE 2D6 is [2, 6].

5.

From the results above your ball is 10ft. from the pin, with a Slight UPHILL slope with a +1 modifier, and an “Angle of
Approach” of a Slight pull from right to left giving an Angle of Approach = 2. Place the top edge of the Player BALL card at
the 10ft mark.

SPECIAL PUTTING NOTE: If you end up with a putt that is FLAT and STRAIGHT you won’t need to use the “On the Green”
card or the “Angle of Approach” card, you will only be rolling to match the distance in feet from the pin!



Beginner: Roll 4D6 and manipulate the dice by adding ANY dice or subtracting only "DOUBLES" to match or come
as close to as possible the distance from the pin. 1 die must be used to match or get close to the Angle of
Approach.



Intermediate: Roll 4D6 and manipulate the dice by adding and subtracting any dice to match or come as close to
as possible the distance from the pin. 1 die must be used to match or get close to the Angle of Approach.



Experienced: Roll 4D6 and manipulate the dice by adding and subtracting ANY die value to match or come as close
to as possible the distance from the pin. 1 or 2 dice must be used to match or get close to the Angle of Approach.



Professional: Roll 4D6 and manipulate the dice by adding, subtracting or remove [1] die value from the group to
help match or come as close to as possible the distance from the pin. 1 or 2 dice must be used to match or get
close to the Angle of Approach.

You can never putt 0ft. by subtracting the two dice so 1 ft. is always the shortest putt.
6.

Once you have the DISTANCE, SLOPE of the GREEN and ANGLE of APPROACH to the hole, you’ll take the “Angle of
Approach” card and lay it on top of the "On the Green" card centered to the top edge of the Player card.

a.
b.

If the green has a left to right slope use the LEFT EDGE of the Approach Angle card.
If the green has rights to left slope use the RIGHT EDGE of the Approach Angle card.

7.

Now place the PUTTER card next to the Angle of Approach CARD.
a. If the shot is going to be left to right use the right edge of PUTTER card. Place the lower right corner on the
PUTTER card adjacent to the Approach Angle card and rotate clockwise to line up with the SHOT ANGLE numbered
line for the approach angle.
b. If the shot is going to be right to left use the left edge of PUTTER card. Place the lower right corner on the PUTTER
card adjacent to the Approach Angle card and rotate clockwise to line up with the SHOT ANGLE numbered line for
the approach angle.

Example 2: Since the initial Angle of Approach was a [2], the slope will be a right to left, so you rotate the APPROACH
card clockwise to line up with the SHOT ANGLE numbered line of [2] for the approach angle.
8.

Rotate the PUTTER card so the edge of the card matches the line of the number drawn! Since 2 is the Angle of Approach,
then you would rotate the card so the edge rests on the RED line with the number 2!

Example 3: Rotating the PUTTER card to the SHOT APPROACH ANGLE, in this case it is a 2!
9.

Remove the APPROACH ANGLE card from underneath the PUTTER card!

Example 4: Removal of the Approach Angle card and getting ready to putt!
10. Now take 4D6 “color doesn’t matter” and roll them all together. You will create your putt based on the results of your roll.
You’ll take [1] of the D6 and use it to match the Slope Angle value exactly or as close as possible, then take the [3]
remaining D6 and manipulate them in a way so as to match the FT distance from the hole exactly or as close as possible.
You can do this by taking the three values and adding or subtracting them from each other to produce a final FT distance.
Example 5a: The Player rolls the 4D6 and obtains the following results: [3, 6, 2, 1]. Since the Slope angle was 3, the
player takes the die with 3 on it and puts it aside using it to match the slope exactly. The player then take the [6, 2,
1] and adds them together for a total of 9ft., just one foot short needed to sink the putt! Since the player only has
1ft. left to the PIN the next putt is an automatic sink! “Any putt at 1ft. or less is a gimmie”!
Example 5b: If the player had the following results: [6, 4, 6, 6]. The player would use the [4] to match the slope
value as close as possible and then either add the three D6 together for 18ft “too far” or subtract two of the D6 to
get zero and add the remaining 6 for a final 6ft putt leaving a distance of 4ft to the hole and a second putt!

Example 5c: If the player had the following results: [1, 2, 1, 1]. The player would use the [2] to match the slope
value as close as possible and add the three D6 together for 3 for a final 3ft putt “weak putt” leaving a distance of
7ft to the hole and a second putt!
Example 5d: If the player had the following results: [3, 2, 5, 3]. The player would use the [3] to match the slope
value exactly and add the three D6 together for 10 to match a final 10ft putt; sinking your ball in the hole!

FINAL PUTT

After the initial PUTT





If the distance to the hole is equal to the distance your ball traveled and the Angle of Approach value matches exactly
with the chosen dice value, you sink your putt and move on to the next hole!
If the distance to the hole is equal to the distance your ball traveled but the Angle of Approach value doesn’t match
exactly with the chosen dice value, your putt is slightly off track and will leave you with another putt.
If your putt ends with 1 foot remaining to the hole your NEXT putt is an automatically “tip in” into the hole!
If your putt ends with 2 or more feet remaining to the hole you must putt again using the above steps.

Golf Shot Reference Sheet

